[The analysis of fMRT answer's individual variability at healthy examinees when opening eyes, motor and speech tests].
This paper analyzes the variation of the functional anatomy of the brain in healthy people performing identical activities on the basis of functional magneticresonance imaging (fMRI). According to the authors, this approach allows you to showcase a variety of individual strategies to achieve the same external (behavioral) result intracerebral different means, and to identify the factors that determine this diversity. Investigated hemodynamic (fMRT) brain reactions at activization of attention to opening of eyes, motor (search of the right and left hand fingers) and speech tests (mental transfer of months or days of the week upside-down) at 21 healthy subjects (21-30 years): 14 men, 7 women. Certain variety of fMRT answers is revealed: 3-4 jet types of hemodynamic changes were allocated for test in group, and the percent of supervision of each type fluctuated from 40 to 10%. Shown marked gender differences responses which specificity is determined by the nature of the functional load. In motor and speech tests, performed with his eyes closed, fMRI response in women is characterized by greater specificity and locality than in men. At motor tests fMRT answers of men are accompanied big, than at women, inclusion in reaction of frontal areas of the cortex, providing realization of regulatory functions. When opening of eyes the women's fMRT responses, on the contrary, become more diffusion, and men's--more local.